Planning Committee Report Stresses Obligations Of Science Departments

by John Mauer

In a University centered on science and technology, it is the obligation of the physical sciences, according to the Planning Committee Report, "to serve as the foundation for present and future engineering departmen."

This requires that the science departments be intellectually and physically able to match any school foremost in their respective fields, develop new curriculum, and maintain highest standards of competence, and be leaders in new research and development.

A large faculty and student body are essentials if these requirements are to be fulfilled. According to the Report, "the science departments are at present in a position to develop along these lines."

They must retain and develop their basic advantages. Close association between students and faculty must continue in the laboratories and classrooms.

The faculty should maintain their active research and teaching and teach both on the undergraduate and graduate level. And the faculty should extend their provisions for individual undergraduate study and research in the traditional fields."

He states that development has certainly not been exhausted in these areas even on the undergraduate level. "There is no reason why we could not award thirty BS degrees in Chemistry each year, instead of the present fifteen."

The Planning Committee found a need for expanding and diversifying interdisciplinary study and research, and, to achieve this, recommended several improvements.

First, undergraduates should be offered majors or options based on the presently available courses. (Continued on page 5)

New National Fraternities For IIT Discussed by AIFC

Extension of the present IIT fraternity system to additional national fraternities is being investigated by the IIT Alumni Interfraternity Council, Ed Schwanetz, IIT President, announced last week at the council meeting. The report presented by Schwanetz also discussed other investigations being made by AIFC.

According to Philip Willette, AIFC Secretary, the council is conducting its investigations in line with the anticipated expansion of the university as disclosed in the IIT Planning Committee Report.

Finally, he noted that IIT fraternities still enjoyed the best rush season. The fraternities have seen in several years. "If this trend toward more fraternities continued, the IIT fraternity system could easily support additional national chapters," he stated.

Dean James Fullen, who was present at the meeting, also mentioned that national fraternities desire to have a chapter at their university and probably would have to provide the cash outlay for its building.

Schwanetz also announced that IPC and AIFC are bothinvesti-
Reserve Fines of Library Hard on the Commuters

An overnight reserve book may be taken out of the student library only after 4 p.m. If returned between 10 a.m. and noon the following day (or Monday if taken out on Friday or Saturday), the fine is $1; between noon and closing, $1.50; thereafter, $3 per day.

These fines were intended to increase the availability of books, but it would seem that they have gone to the point of decreasing the circulation or actual use.

Commuting students are harmed by this fine system when they are forced to make a choice among not taking out a book, paying an overdue fine, or making an extra trip down to school.

A commuter will usually arrange his program as closely as possible so that he is not as tardy as possible. If his classes are near the dormitories, he might be inclined to think that the dormitories are not the correct places. If he chooses to stay the night on Wednesday and not return until Monday, he is not inclined to be late when he returns to class.

Arguing that he should stay around longer on Wednesday and use the books he has reserved, the book need not be returned until the next class day at the time of their class.

Why can’t some similar provision be made for day school commuting students?

Letters to the Editor

Dear EIC,

Yes that is correct. This article is the work of a freshman, a student who is deeply concerned over the lack of school spirit. For instance, the poster party the Freshman Class sponsored in Harmon Hall a week ago yesterday was attended by eight people. Half of those people were Fresh Class officers who were bound by their office to appear.

The freshmen let down their elected representatives by not showing up. They did not get the fans, but they were not remedied. In fact, an opportunity is now seen to be coming over the next few days. This opportunity takes the form of the Freshman Class hayride.

Next Friday, your class officers will see if they have been disappointed again. I don’t think they will be, for several reasons. First, and foremost is the fact that this hayride will prove to be full of fun and games.

Many freshmen have already exhibited sincere enthusiasm over the hayride. Ticket sales started Wednesday. And they are going like a hot potato among students.

So get your now. You will have a great evening, enjoy yourselves, go all the reserved breaks from today, and most important of all, know that the Freshman Class has that extra something—CLASS SPIRIT.

This letter was written by Dennis Milliken and approved by the Freshman Board under its President, Bob O’Connor.

Dear EIC,

We wish to announce the following two men have been pledged to Alpha Phi Omega, Dieter Bloecke, Richard Castle, Ronald Dicks, Michael Groves, David Kechidis, John Kostal, Richard Ungar.

Thank you.

J. M. Trebend, Pledge master
IIT to Host 200 Delegates Of Tau Beta Pi Fraternity

IIT is co-hosting the national convention of Tau Beta Pi, the oldest engineering honorary fraternity in the country, this weekend. Almost 200 delegates from 117 local chapters are expected as guests of the IIT and Northwestern University Chapters.

After having spent Wednesday at the NIU campus and yesterday at the LaSalle Hotel, the delegates are spending today at IIT.

Professor Edwin Whitehead of the IIT department will host this afternoon's banquet in the HUB Ballroom. The welcome speech will be given by Dean Ralph Osborn, followed by Dr. Martin Elliot, academic vice president, who will talk on the engineering profession and abundance of skills.

The delegation will then be given a tour of the campus and the convention will reconvene tonight. This will be hosted by Donald Clark, national president of Tau Beta Pi. There will also be a closing model initiation ceremony.

Concluding the convention will be a farewell banquet tomorrow at the LaSalle Hotel. Tau Beta Pi originated in 1885, from Phi Beta Kappa which would not accept technical people.

Frosh Hayride Friday, Costs $3 Per Couple

The Freshmen Class hay ride will be held next Friday from 8:45 p.m. to midnight, in Lisle, Ill., at the Four Lakes Estates. The hay ride will include dancing, a bonfire, folk-singing, a bonnet dance, and advanced Halloween games.

Tickets for this affair will cost $3.00 per couple, and can be bought in the HUB by the auditorium entrance from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. daily, or from any Fresh Board representative.

Free buses will leave from Commons at 8 p.m. for Lisle, and will return to the school by 12:45 a.m. Bob O'Connor, Frosh Board president, arranged for the curfew for women students to be changed to 1 a.m. because of the length of the traveling time.

The hay ride itself will take about an hour and a half, traveling through farmlands in the Four Lakes area. The Halloween games will include apple bobbing and a pumpkin squashing contest. Folk-singers will be present, and refreshments can be bought at Four Lakes.

Met Center Lecture By Gaudette

Mr. Thomas Gaudette, executive director of the Northwest Community Organization, will speak Tuesday, at 2 p.m. Presented by the IIT Metropolitan Studies Center, the lecture will be held in room 141 Church Hall. Mr. Gaudette's subject will be "The Problems of Community Organization Activities."

According to Dr. Edward Levine, acting director of the Center, "Mr. Gaudette has long been very effective in community organization work, especially in preserving property for housing, code enforcement, public library facilities, and health services by enlisting the support of many, diverse groups in the area served by the Northwest Community Organization, which is a private association."

Election Week Program

Mr. Humphrey will discuss the electoral system of the United States and answer questions on the mechanics of the U.S. elections.

Tuesday evening, November 3, the Inter-Cultural Center will be open in order to enable students to view the election returns on television and to discuss the election trends with others. Refreshments will be served during the evening.

American folk music can be heard on Thursday, November 5, in the Inter-Cultural Center lounge from 4 to 5 p.m. Mr. Chuck McGuigan, an institute of design student, will present the program.

The official opening of India Week will be at 4 p.m. Monday, with Indian exhibits in the Inter-Cultural Center lounge. A demonstration of Indian strings instruments will take place on Thursday from 4 to 5 p.m. in the Inter-Cultural Center lounge.

INSURANCE

AUTO & LIFE INSURANCE

Special rates for college students and faculty.

CALL 7-8356 or WE 9-6400

FRANK ROCKWELL
FRANK PARIS or DAN O'AY

PARIS-O'AY & ASSOC.
327S. LaSalleSt.
Chicago, IL 60604
Chess Club Begins Instruction Program

IIT's Chess Club has begun its activities for the year. At one of the club's first meetings, it was decided that a program of instruction for all interested chess players would begin. Included will be elementary lessons for beginners, analysis of basic openings and endings, and study of important strategic and tactical play.

Remaining on the schedule will be five-weeks-per-month tournaments, simultaneous exhibitions, and regular games. Anyone interested in playing may attend the meetings every Wed.

On Oct. 28, the annual IIT Chess Tournament will begin. Play will continue on the next five succeeding Wednesday nights. Any student or faculty member who is a member of the USCF may enter.

The tournament will be a six-round Swiss tournament with rounds beginning at 6:00 pm. Prizes will be awarded at the regular Club meeting following the tournament. Entry Monks are available at the HUB director's office.

IIT's 'Mercy' Volunteers In Need of Help

IIT charter members of the Mercy Hospital Volunteers are looking for help, according to Mrs. Hinchee, public relations director of Mercy Hospital.

The IIT group will be doing public relations work under the direction of Mrs. Hinchee. Three to four hours of time is needed, with the hours being quite flexible.

Anyone interested should contact Mrs. Dorothy Drew, CHI, ext. 842.

UB Presents New Art Rental Gallery; Prints, Photos Are $1 Semesterly

An art rental gallery, sponsored by the Union Board Exhibits Committee, is now on display in the north section of the east lobby of the HUB, and will remain there until all the works are rented.

The gallery consists of six block prints and six photographs, created by known artists and well-known artists around the country. These works were purchased by the Exhibits Committee at a cost of $250.00, and are available for rental to students for only $1.00 a piece. The rental period is from the date of the rental until January 8.

Eight more works of art are now being framed for display. The rental period will continue as long as there are prints to rent, and the rental will be on a first come, first serve basis. For further information about the rental, contact Elsie Hoffman or Neil Narco at VI 2-8765.

The purpose of the art rental is to enable students to have art available for their room for an extremely low cost.

The gallery also indicates that cooperation between students and the faculty members of the ID department. Those working in the exhibit are: Mind Kohn, Amon John, Bill Dunbar, Mike King, and the Exhibits Committee members.

Placement

Monday
1. Union Carbide Chemicals Company
2. Chrysler, West Virginia
3. Butcher Laboratories, Inc.
4. Metney Greene, Illinois
5. Shell Chemicals
6. National, Texas
7. New Corporation
8. Federal, New York
9. General Motors
10. Whiting, Indiana
11. The Oak Isle
12. Pontiac, Illinois
13. Arrow Chemicals

Tuesday
1. American Allis Company
2. General Electric
3. General Motors
4. General Motors
5. Fords
6. American Can Company
7. Continental Tire Company
8. Toyo Tire
9. Argonne National Laboratory
10. American Steel and Wire Company
11. Boeing
12. Amana
13. Boeing

Wednesday
1. Stanford Research Institute
2. Caltech
3. General Electric
4. General Electric
5. Boeing
6. Boeing
7. Boeing
8. Boeing
9. Argonne National Laboratory
10. Boeing
11. Boeing
12. Boeing

Thursday
1. Boeing
2. Boeing
3. Boeing
4. Boeing
5. Boeing
6. Boeing
7. Boeing
8. Boeing
9. Boeing
10. Boeing
11. Boeing
12. Boeing

Friday
1. Boeing
2. Boeing
3. Boeing
4. Boeing
5. Boeing
6. Boeing
7. Boeing
8. Boeing
9. Boeing
10. Boeing

Work with a group worth standing out in.

The more competent your coworkers are, the greater your satisfaction when they agree something you've done. And the better your chances are to learn so you can move on to additional responsibilities and requirements.

Boeing's world leadership in the jet transport field is an indication of the quality of people you work with at Boeing. This forward-looking attitude is responsible for the leadership has, since 1931, provided a steady succession of pioneering achievements:

First design: "Flying Wing," advanced, long-range bomber, one-engine, single-seat, single-jet plane with a single forward tilting jet engine, no landing gear, and no tail. The plane was unveiled at the 1931 Chicago Air Show, and was used to transport air mail.

In 1934, Boeing began to develop the "Model 299," a four-engine, twin-jet transport, with a group of engineers and test pilots.

And so Boeing continued to develop and produce more advanced aircraft, including the "Model 307," a four-engine, twin-jet transport, with a group of engineers and test pilots.

Projects underway in Boeing's extensive Scientific Research Laboratories encompass basic and applied research in fields such as aerodynamics, propulsion, materials, and temperature.

We're planning to interview engineering and science majors and graduate students on campus before the end of the semester and arrange an appointment. We'll be looking forward to meeting you.

Friday – October 30

The Boeing Company

601 Seattle Avenue

Boeing

Boeing Scientific Research Laboratories

Projects underway in Boeing's extensive Scientific Research Laboratories encompass basic and applied research in fields such as aerodynamics, propulsion, materials, and temperature.
“Border” Discipline Expansion Recommended

(Continued from page 3)

and faculty in interdisciplinary fields.

Second, certain fields of study not now available at IIT should be made available and offered as undergraduate majors (e.g., earth sciences, space science, biophysics, and actuarial sciences).

Introduction of these new fields would, in turn, tend to keep the University at the forefront of scientific development, for it is in such interdisciplinary, or “border” fields that present scientific progress is occurring.

To do in with this recommended expansion the undergraduate level, graduate research should also encompass these “border” fields. Departments are presently offering work in some of these fields, but the studies are not being singled out or publicized as individual degree programs.

Disciplines such as solid state science, biophysics, nuclear chemistry, etc., should be given more recognition and a fuller place in the curricula.

The new programs are to be set up either as parts of existing departments, as programs administered by interdepartmental committees, or as interdepartmental centers.

Graz Students From Austria At IIT Campus

Seventeen professors and twenty-one graduate students from the Graz Institute of Technology, Graz, Austria toured the IIT campus last Monday. Hosted by the IIT professors showing similar fields of interest, they visited classes and laboratories of the school.

That evening they gathered together with their hosts in the faculty dining room to be welcomed by Associate Dean Marion H. Groves of the Graduate School and Mr. Ronald Horoch, acting director of the Inter-Cultural Center.

They were addressed by Dean Arthur Grad of the Graduate School on the subject of graduate training in the United States and by Dean Ralph Owen of the College of Engineering and Physical Science on the role of IIT in engineering education.

Horoch commented, “The visit to IIT is part of a tour of US universities and industrial centers, the first of its kind by an Austrian university group.”

“The purpose of the tour is to observe technological education programs in the United States and the application of technology to industry in the United States.”

The afternoon and evening program at IIT was organized by the Inter-Cultural Center in keeping with its general purpose of encouraging contact and exchange of ideas between persons of different lands and cultures.

“A number of American and foreign graduate students of IIT also took part in the program enjoying a friendly exchange with their opposite numbers from Austria.”

STEP FORWARD WITH FORD MOTOR COMPANY

An Open Letter to the 1965 College Graduate from Donald N. Frey, Assistant General Manager, Ford Division of Ford Motor Company

America’s automobile industry is in the midst of a challenging era, with prospects of an even more exciting and demanding tempo in the years to come. Ford Motor Company is determined to achieve leadership in all phases of its operation. This leadership promises to bring lasting success to the company, its employees and its stockholders.

It will take people to accomplish this objective. Engineering, finance, styling, marketing, product planning, sales—all require people with the knowledge, judgment and personal drive to avail themselves of the unprecedented opportunities offered by a great industry.

The automobile business is growing. More cars are being bought now than ever before. With increases in population and consumer buying power, even more will be bought in the future. Realizing this, Ford Motor Company seeks to attract college graduates who have the capacity to grow with the company and the market.

Right now, our plans call for employing about a thousand of the best 1965 graduates we can find, with all types of educational backgrounds. We need specialists, but we also need persons with broad liberal-arts training who can handle a wide variety of assignments. Actually, in our company, many graduates grow into jobs totally unrelated to their degrees. They have discovered that Ford offers intellectually challenging opportunities for those with the ability to seize them. We invite you to make the same discovery.

Contact your Placement Office and arrange to see our representative.

Donald N. Frey was awarded a bachelor's degree in metallurgical engineering by the University of Michigan in 1967 and a doctorate in 1969. After one year at the National Bureau of Standards, he joined Ford Motor Company as manager of the Metallurgical Department of the Scientific Laboratories. In 1972, Dr. Frey was appointed assistant general manager of the Ford Division with responsibilities for all engineering, product planning, and purchasing activities. He is 47 years old.

Ford Motor Company
The American Road, Dearborn, Michigan
An Equal Opportunity Employer
AXE, Chemistry Frat Gives Smoker Tonight

Alpha Chi Sigma is holding its semi-annual smoker tonight at 7:30 in the southeast laneway of the Hub. AXE is ITT's professional chemical fraternity.

"Founded at the University of Wisconsin over fifty years ago, AXE is now the largest chemical fraternity in the United States," according to Jim Nonsart, AXE vice president.

"Among AXE's objectives are: to bind its members with a tie of true and lasting friendship, to strive for the advancement of chemistry both as a science and a profession, to aid its members by every honorable means in the attainment of their ambitions." Nonsart added, "Perseverance for membership into AXE is high scholastic standing, high personal integrity, and an active interest in chemistry."

• IF Ball

(Continued from page 1)
Boroughs, Delia Tim Dott, escorted by Bob Hewitt; Paula Anderson, Pi Kappa Phi, escorted by Bill Blatter; Kathy Cant, Theta XI, accompanied by Peter Rivera, Sandra Buhring, Sigma Phi Epsilon, in the company of Bill Uhler; Holly Simpson, Tau Epsilon Phi, escorted by Jack Lapiere, Sandy Carlson, Triangul, with Cal Elliott.

• Fellowships

(Continued from page 1)
Fellowships are awarded to graduate students interested in a legal education. Valued at $5000 for three years plus a travel allowance, the awards are to be used at the York University School of Law. Twenty Root-Tilden awards are given each year. Alternates are eligible for the John Ben Snow Fellowships.

For further information on these and other fellowships available, contact the Dean of Liberal Arts, room 301, Per flashlight Hall.

1965 COLLEGE GRADUATES

The Inland Steel Company, East Chicago, Indiana, invites you to investigate our many career opportunities. Consult the specific job descriptions in the pocket of our brochure. Our representatives will be on your campus on Friday, October 30th. Contact Mr. Earl C. Kubicek for an appointment.

INLAND STEEL COMPANY
INDIANA-HARBOR WORKS
EAST CHICAGO, INDIANA

Send Home Subscriptions To The Technology News $3.00 Per Year Contact Glenn Short, Denny Weager Tech News Ext. 2788 or DA 4-9830

A light history of perfume (and the men who wore it)

Performers in the film "act" as they would in the old days of the Kenya and Brazil, where they would be seen in public wearing perfume. In the past, men were known to use perfume, especially in the Orient.

1. Eau de toilette - ancient perfume was often sprayed on the head of the dining table.

2. King Louis XIV's troops paraded to battle with perfumes on their heads.

3. The 19th century misses, Dior, Bon, used generous doses of essential perfumes to add to their attire.

4. Until the 20th century, men were expected to wear perfumes.

5. INDIAN "U.S. A.," who received perfumed after-shave in trench coats during the World War II, remedied lousy cases of the perfume with a .30 cal. bullet.

6. OIL, R. Williams Corporation.

Seek to Educate Thomas: John Birch

Norman Thomas, coordinator of the John Birch Society in Illinois, will present a lecture entitled "The Principles of the John Birch Society" on October 26, in the Hub, room 2-102.

This lecture will be the second in a series of three lectures presented by the Department of Public Relations and Political Science of ITT. These lectures are open to the public and students.

Mr. Thomas stated that the main purpose of this lecture is to explain the philosophy of the John Birch Society. He also lectured on his experiences with the John Birch Society.

Mr. Thomas said, "It seems to me that the main purpose of the John Birch Society is to work for a government that will preserve the country, to protect the country, and to preserve the country's values. Therefore, it will strengthen the country's economy and the country's community."

Applications for positions on the 1964's Who's Who committee are now being accepted by Joe Cuddihy, DA 2-130. They may be submitted to either Mr. C. Purnell or the Deans of Students office.

Activities

CREATIVE WRITING WORKSHOP
Creative Writing Workshop will meet in Room 307 Chapel Hall, next week from 4 to 6 p.m.

CHESS TOURNAMENT
The ITT Chess Tournament, sponsored by the Chess Club, will meet in the Hub, Wednesday, at 6:00 p.m. The Swiss Tournament will be USCF rated.

SAE
Society of Automotive Engineers will show an Air Force film on Vibration at its next meeting, Tuesday, from 2 to 2 p.m. in the Memorial Auditorium in Steiger Hall. All are welcome. Old members are reminded to enter their class and prospective members may join.

ASM
There will be an American Society of Mechanical Engineers meeting in Steiger Hall at noon Tuesday. At this meeting, Mr. G. M. Magee, the director of engineering research at the American Association of Engineering Research, will discuss the film "Science Runs the High Iron."

NEWSMAN CLUB
There will be a meeting of the Newman Club, Wednesday at 8:45 p.m., 354 HUB. An informal discussion group is planned.

United Campus Christian Fellowship
The United Campus Christian Fellowship will meet for lunch, Monday at 12:10 p.m., Oct. 26, in the Southeast Lounge of the Hub.

DURING THE FAMILY CELEBRATION

VICTORY CUP
2002 RIVER ST.
PITTSBURGH, PA 15213

270-7600
Sonny's Second Guesser

by Joe Pandy

We've got problems this week, fans. Could be due to lack of motivation.

It seems that our varsity swimming schedule may be completely washed out if more students don't decide to come out for the sport by Tuesday noon. Practice is supposed to start the following Monday, so Coach Erickson must know he's going to have a team.

As you may remember, we announced last week that a swim meet was to be held in the gym. At this meet, only three out of the twenty students who filled out swimming interest cards showed up. Could it be that we've lost seventeen men to the "common core sickly" already? I think not.

Nobody has to be told what the problem is. When you're going to a first-rate engineering school—and you'd better believe this is one—studies must be first in line for time and effort. But that doesn't mean that you can't make time to enjoy life a little and develop yourself physically as well as mentally.

Forgive me, dear faculty, if I take the emphasis away from the academic for a moment. Grades are pretty essential to finding a good job when you get out of here, but a lot of companies are looking at the extra-curricular side of the scorecard too. Ask Sonny how many jobs he's helped secure with a good recommendation, based on the character that a man has shown on the athletic field or in the gym.

If this lack of interest was found only with the swimming team, we could write it off as a fluke and say that maybe only seven guys in this school know how to swim. But the situation is bad with the other sports too. The coaches don't know from student so meet whether or not they're going to have five men to run cross country.

Even with the largest freshman enrollment in decades, the turnout for the '64-'65 basketball team was the smallest (numerically and physically) in Coach Chey's eighteen years in charge. So there you have it. Every sport going now is lacking support.

But what do you hear every time a couple of guys walk by the gym? "When are they going down that fifty-yard dash? They've been practicing on a new gym ever since I've been here." Typical, huh? I've said my self at times.

Kind of a "hurricane attitude, though, don't you think? Before we can ask the school to lay out a couple of million in coins for a new gym we have to show them that we're willing to take advantage of the athletic facilities they've already provided for us.

Okay, so I like Hot Dogs with Bar-B-Q Sauce.

Does that make me different?

What's ordinary to him may not be to you. Especially if you haven't had the privilege of eating one of Frank's hot dogs. Just bite into one and you'll know what I mean. Marinated beef is a treat treat all by itself...although with special sauce... served on an extra-thick bun... well, not why it's different, it's delicious if you like things different, we have 11 kinds of Frank's to choose from. Even and has a Rolls.

More Plenty of Fun at

FRANKSVILLE

DRIVE IN • EAT IN • CARRY OUT

FRAKES & SIMS CATERED MEALS

FRESH KISSES • RIBS

TOM'S BAR & GRILL

POISON CUP

Hear the New Q
It's the Chicago thing to do
WMAQ 67

Game goes better refreshed.
And Coca-Cola gives you that big, bold taste.
Always just right,
ever too sweet...refreshes best.

things go better with Coca-Cola

Hear the authority of the Coca-Cola Company Inc.
Coca-Cola Bottling Company of Chicago.
**Technology Sports**

**Navy huddles before running attack on the Air Force def.**

**Middies Dump Rangers, As Seconds Clobber Trojans**

In 1st football action this past week, the Navy A team showed a vastly improved defense in rolling to a 26-0 victory over the Tech Rangers. The Middies were sparked by the passing and running of quarterback Dave James. George Hambold was on the receiving end of three touchdown passes from James, while John Vounaske scored another James aerial for 6 points.

The Seconds put up a powerful second half scoring display as they surged to a 48-0 victory over the Trojans. Tom Michalek tossed 7 touchdown passes in that contest, including 5 to Rich Hams.

In a tight defensive battle, the Air Force A squad capitalized on a bad snap from center, turning it into a safety which provided the 2-0 margin for victory over the Newman Club.

**Cross Country**

The Illinois Tech cross country team defeated Chicago Teachers College by a score of 26-30 but was stopped by Conovers in a 22-0 margin in a meet held at Tech's home course last Friday.

Leading Tech's runners was Bob Kinzie, who covered the 3 miles in 17.30. He was followed by Mike Quinn in 18.01, while Curt Canzino was third for IIT in 18.03. Other Tech runners were Dan Edwards (18.40) and John Axon (19.47).

---

**Technology News**

**Delts, Sigs, Pi Kap, Unbeaten in Interfraternity Football**

IF football action was kicked off last week as Alpha Sigma Phi downed the Tops, 29-0. Quarterback Dave Wendtland hit Jon Black with two touchdown passes in that contest.

The Pi Kaps edged the Phi Kaps, 21-12 in a hard fought battle. Quarterback Don Mort led the Visitors as he scored two touchdowns on runs and tossed to Bob Kenney for another score.

The Deltas blasted AEP by a score of 41-7 behind the fine play of Dave James. James ran for two touchdowns himself and hit Bill Darling with passes for two more. Darling also fired a long pass to Keith Miller for further Delta scoring.

Theta Xi also captured its first victory with a 19-6 win over Triangle. In a later contest, the Phi Kaps blanked the Sig Eps, 27-0.

The Pi Kaps took their second victory, against the Tops, by a 27-0 score. Bill Lash, Jim Muraski, and Cliff Waldridge were all on the receiving end of scoring aerials in that game.

The Sig Eps also shut out the Big Eps, 25-0, as quarterback Howie Monzon fired two touchdown passes each to Dave Wendtland and Gary Flanagan.

The Deltas stopped Theta Xi, 19-6, as Dave James tossed a scoring pass to Bill Darling and ran for a touchdown himself. Darling also ran for a second on a double pass play for six points.

In last Tuesday's games, AEP defeated Triangle by a 13-0 score. Jerry Wolinsky threw two TD passes to Mike Hoffman to account for the scoring in that contest.

The Sig Eps also rolled to a 43-0 victory over the Pers. Francis Kagnaw, Lloyd Penza, Joe Peretzky, Ken Kress, and Jim Cugnall all scored touchdowns for the victors.

**Sports Action**

Saturday: Cross Country meet at Rockford. Invitational.

Time: 2 p.m.

Monday: IF football at 5 p.m.

Delts vs. Triangle at Sunny's.

AEP vs. TT at Armour.

Tuesday: IF football at 5 p.m.

Phi Kaps vs. Tops at Sunny's.

Phi Kaps vs. Pi Kaps at Armour.

AEP vs. PROFY A.

Phi Kaps vs. AEP B.

South Dorns vs. AEP A.

South Dorns vs. Sunny's.

Thursday: IF football at 5 p.m.

Inter-league play-offs. IF football at noon; APROFY A.

Phi Kaps vs. PROFY A.

Phi Kaps vs. Sunny's.

Friday: Cross Country meet at 4 p.m. at Tech's home course.

No scheduled match.

---

**CAMPUS INTERVIEWS**

**Thursday, Oct. 29**

Appointments should be made in advance through your College Placement Office.

**Safe & Effective**

**NoDoz®**

**Keep Alert Tablets**

**Safe as Coffee**

**The Safe Way to stay alert without harmful stimulants**

NoDoz® keeps you mentally alert with the same safe ingredients found in coffee. Yet NoDoz is faster, harder, more reliable. Absolutely not habit-forming! Next time you feel drowsy while studying, working or driving, do as millions do... perk up with safe, effective NoDoz Keep Alert Tablets. For a free sample, write to NoDoz Free Sample.